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Abstract
A grid P is a connected union of vertical and horizontal segments. A mobile guard is a guard which is allowed to move along
a grid segment, thus a point x is seen by a mobile guard g if either x is on the same segment as g or x is on a grid segment crossing g.
A set of mobile guards is weakly cooperative if at any point on its patrol, every guard can be seen by at least one other guard. In
this paper we discuss the classes of polygon-bounded grids and simple grids for which we propose a quadratic time algorithm
for solving the problem of finding the minimum weakly cooperative guard set (MinWCMG). We also provide an O(n logn) time
algorithm for the MinWCMG problem in horizontally or vertically unobstructed grids. Next, we investigate complete rectangular
grids with obstacles. We show that as long as both dimensions of a grid are larger than the number of obstacles k, k + 2 weakly
cooperative mobile guards always suffice to cover the grid. Finally, we prove that the MinWCMG problem is NP-hard even for
grids in which every segment crosses at most three other segments. Consequently, the minimum k-periscope guard problem for 2D
grids is NP-hard as well, and this answers the question posed by Gewali and Ntafos [L.P. Gewali, S. Ntafos, Covering grids and
orthogonal polygons with periscope guards, Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications 2 (1993) 309–334].
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The guard problem in grids was first formulated by Ntafos in 1986 [19]. A grid P is a connected union of vertical
and horizontal segments, an example of which is shown in Fig. 1. A grid segment is a segment of the grid which is
not strictly contained in any segment of the grid. A point x ∈ P can see point y ∈ P if the segment xy ⊆ P . Ntafos
established that a minimum set of guards covering all points of a 2D-grid of n grid segments consists of (n − m)
guards, where m is the size of the maximum matching in the intersection graph of the grid, and it can be found in
O(n2.5) time. The intersection graph GP of a grid P is defined as follows: each vertex of GP corresponds to a grid
segment of P and two vertices are connected by an edge if their corresponding segments cross; the intersection graph
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of the grid in Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. 1(b). In the case of 3D-grids, the problem of finding the minimum guard set is
NP-hard [19].
The guard problem in grids is one of the variations of the art gallery problem which was originally posed by Victor
Klee in 1976 as the question of determining the minimum number of guards sufficient to see every point of the interior
of an n-vertex simple polygon, and the first result is due to Chvátal [4], who proved that n3  guards are occasionally
necessary and always sufficient to cover a polygon with n vertices; see [21], [22] for more details.
Cooperative guards. The concept of cooperative guards was proposed by Liaw, Huang and Lee in [13]. For a guard
set S, we define the visibility graph VG(S) as follows: the vertex set is S and two vertices v1, v2 are adjacent if they
see each other. The guard set S is said to be cooperative if the graph VG(S) is connected. The idea behind this concept
is that if something goes wrong with one guard, all others can be informed. Liaw et al. established that the minimum
cooperative guards problem for simple polygons is NP-hard, but for spiral and 2-spiral polygons this problem can be
solved in linear time. The cooperative guards problem for general simple polygons has been completely resolved by
Hernández-Peñalver [9], who proved that n2 −1 cooperative guards are always sufficient and occasionally necessary
to guard a polygon with n vertices.
The minimum cooperative guards problem in grids was solved by Nierhoff and ˙Zylin´ski [18], who proved that it can
be solved in polynomial time for both two- and three-dimensional grids. In the first case, the minimum cooperative
guards problem corresponds to the problem of finding a spanning tree in the intersection graph of a grid, thus an
O(n + m) time algorithm is obtained, where n is the number of grid segments and m is the number of intersections
in the grid. In the latter case, the solution is obtained from a spanning set of a 2-polymatroid constructed from the
intersection graph of the grid, resulting in an algorithm of O(mn2.5) time complexity.
Weakly cooperative guards. A set S of guards is said to be weakly cooperative if its visibility graph VG(S) has no
isolated vertices [14]. The weakly cooperative guards problem for general simple polygons was completely settled
by Michael and Pinciu [16], and independently by ˙Zylin´ski [24], who proved that  3n−17  is a tight bound. The
weakly cooperative guards problem for orthogonal polygons was solved by Hernández-Peñalver [10], and by Michael
and Pinciu [17], who proved the n3 -bound to be tight. Combinatorial bounds for star-shaped, spiral and monotone
polygons were given by ˙Zylin´ski [24].
When speaking about grids, the minimum weakly cooperative guards problem in grids was solved by Małafiejski
and ˙Zylin´ski [15], who showed that a minimum coverage for a grid of n segments has exactly (n − p3) weakly
cooperative guards, where p3 is the size of the maximum P3-matching in the intersection graph of the grid. However,
as they proved that the maximum P3-matching problem in bipartite planar graphs is NP-hard, the minimum weakly
cooperative guards problem in grids turned out to be NP-hard as well (see Table 1).
Table 1
Guards in grids
Guard type Dimension Number Complexity
Arbitrary 2 n−m P [19]
3 – NPH [19]
Cooperative 2 n− 1 P [18]
3 n− ν(G)− 1 P [18]
Weakly cooperative 2 n− p3 NPH [15]
3 – NPH [15]
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constrained to patrol either along an edge of the polygon or along a straight line wholly contained within the polygon.
Note that in the mobile guard problem, we do not require that every point of a polygon is permanently covered, but
we only need every point to be seen by at least one guard during his walk. Toussaint conjectured that except for
a small number of polygons, n4  edge guards are sufficient to guard a polygon, and this problem still remains open.
Up to now, the following results have been proved: n4  diagonal guards (a diagonal guard is allowed to move along
a diagonal) for general polygons [20],  3n+416  mobile guards for orthogonal polygons [21], n−25  edge guards for
monotone polygons [3], and n+25  diagonal guards for spiral polygons [1].
Mobile guards in grids. In this paper we explore the problem of mobile guards in grids. Specifically, each mobile
guard is allowed to move along a grid segment, and then point x in a grid P is said to be seen by a guard g iff there
is a point y ∈ g such that the segment xy ⊆ P . Thus x is covered by the guard g if either x ∈ g or x belongs to a grid
segment crossing g. Now by the definition, a mobile guard corresponds to the vertex in the intersection graph GP
of grid P , and P is covered by a set of mobile guards S iff S dominates all vertices (grid segments) in graph GP ,
that is, every vertex of GP is adjacent to at least one vertex in S. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between
a minimum mobile guard set in grid P and a minimum dominating set in the intersection graph GP . Consequently, if
the domination number of GP , denoted by γ (GP ), is defined to be the cardinality of a minimum dominating set in
graph GP , then a minimum mobile guard set of grid P has γ (GP ) mobile guards. This crucial fact was used by Katz
et al. [11] who proved that the problem of finding the minimum number of mobile guards covering a grid is NP-hard.
1.1. Preliminaries
Cooperative mobile guards in grids. In order to discuss the weakly cooperative mobile guard problem in grids,
we first have to modify the definition of cooperation. More precisely, a set S of mobile guards is cooperative if the
subgraph G[S] in the intersection graph G of a grid induced by set S is connected. And respectively, a set of mobile
guards S is weakly cooperative if G[S] has no isolated vertices. Then, the cooperative mobile guards problem also has
its counterparts in the theory of domination. Let us recall that a connected dominating set is a dominating set D which
induces a connected subgraph of G. The minimum cardinality of a connected dominating set is called the connected
domination number, and it is denoted by γc(G). A dominating set D is a total dominating set if the subgraph induced
by D has no isolated vertices. The minimum cardinality of a total dominating set, denoted by γt (G), is called the total
domination number. Following [11], it is easy to see that the following properties hold.
Remark 1. A minimum cooperative mobile guard set of an n-segment grid has γc(G) guards, where G is the inter-
section graph of the grid (see Fig. 2).
Remark 2. A minimum weakly cooperative mobile guard set of an n-segment grid has γt (G) guards, where G is the
intersection graph of the grid (see Fig. 3).
In 1985, White et al. [23] proved that the problem of determining γc in bipartite planar graphs is NP-hard. As we
know, any bipartite planar graph is the intersection graph of a grid [5], hence by Remark 1 we get that the problem of
finding the minimum number of cooperative mobile guards covering a grid is NP-hard.
Fig. 2. (a) A minimum cooperative mobile guard set and (b) the corresponding minimum connected dominating set of the intersection graph.
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Corollary 3. The problem of finding the minimum number of cooperative mobile guards covering a grid is NP-hard.
1.2. Our results
Up to now, the complexity of the minimum weakly cooperative mobile guards problem (the MinWCMG prob-
lem) has also been open. In Section 3, we show that the problem of determining γt is NP-hard even for subcubic
bipartite planar graphs, which by Remark 2 makes the MinWCMG problem intractable even on grids with at most
three crossings at every grid segment. The NP-hardness proof is based upon the reduction from the 3DM problem.
Moreover, the idea of our proof implies that the minimum k-periscope guard problem [8] for 2D grids is NP-hard
as well—this answers the question posed by Gewali and Ntafos in [8]; this discussion is postponed to Section 4.
Considering NP-hardness results, it seems natural to seek examples of well known non-trivial restricted class of grids
for which the minimum weakly cooperative mobile guards problem can be solved in polynomial time. In the next
section we discuss two restricted classes of grids, that is, so-called polygon-bounded grids and simple grids, for which
we propose a quadratic time algorithm for solving the MinWCMG problem. These classes of grids, first proposed by
Gewali and Ntafos [8], are relevant from a practical viewpoint, since they may intuitively be thought of as grids with
no irregular holes in their interior (i.e. grids which may be cut out of grid paper, under certain assumptions). Our al-
gorithm is based upon the property that horizontal and vertical grid segments may be covered independently, whereas
the constructed guard set satisfies the condition of weak cooperation. We then explore horizontally and vertically
unobstructed grids [11] for which we propose an O(n logn) time algorithm for the MinWCMG problem. Finally, we
investigate complete rectangular grids with obstacles. We show that as long as both dimensions of a grid are larger
than k, k + 2 weakly cooperative mobile guards are always sufficient to cover the grid with k obstacles. Some of the
results of this paper were announced in the extended abstract [12].
2. Polynomial cases of the MinWCMG problem
The problem of determining the minimum number of weakly cooperative mobile guards required to cover a grid is
NP-hard (Section 3), there exist, however, certain classes of grids for which the optimum placement of guards can be
computed in polynomial time.
2.1. Basic property
Before we characterise some of these classes, let us establish the elementary property of a total dominating set in
a bipartite graph.
Proposition 4. Let G = (V1 ∪ V2,E) be a bipartite graph. The problem of determining a minimum total dominating
set TD(G) ⊆ V1 ∪ V2 is equivalent to finding the solution to the following two independent problems:
(1) Finding a minimum vertex set TD1(G) ⊆ V1 which dominates V2.
(2) Finding a minimum vertex set TD2(G) ⊆ V2 which dominates V1.
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TD2(G) is a minimum total dominating set for G. On the other hand, if TD(G) is a minimum total dominating set
for G, the set TD(G)∩ V1 is a minimum set dominating V2 and the set TD(G)∩ V2 is a minimum set dominating V1.
Proof. Consider any vertex set T1 ⊆ V1 whose set of neighbours is V2, and any vertex set T2 ⊆ V2 whose set of
neighbours is V1. The set T1 ∪ T2 is obviously a total dominating set for G.
Now, take any total dominating set T ⊆ V . We will show that the set of neighbours of T ∩ V1 is V2. Conversely,
let us assume that there exists v ∈ V2 with no neighbours in T ∩ V1. It is easy to observe that v must belong to T and
since the dominating set T is total, there must exist a vertex in T ∩ V1 which is a neighbour of v, a contradiction.
Similarly, it is possible to show that the set of neighbours of T ∩ V2 is V1.
We have shown a natural one-to-one correspondence between total dominating sets in bipartite graphs and pairs of
sets covering the graph’s partitions. The nature of this relation is such that it preserves the minimality of the discussed
sets, which closes the proof. 
Clearly, the above proposition has immediate application to the minimum weakly cooperative guards problem
in grids, since intersection graphs of grids are bipartite, as shown in [5]. More precisely, to solve the MinWCMG
problem, all we need is to find a minimum set of vertical segments covering all horizontal segments and vice versa;
that is, horizontal and vertical grid segments may be covered independently, whereas the constructed guard set satisfies
the condition of weak cooperation, and we shall use this observation to construct exact algorithms in polygon-bounded
grids, simple grids and vertically (horizontally) unobstructed grids.
Corollary 5. To solve the MinWCMG problem in a grid P , all we need is to find a minimum set of vertical segments
covering all horizontal segments of P and a minimum set of horizontal segments covering all vertical segments of P .
2.2. Weakly cooperative mobile guards in polygon-bounded grids
Polygon bounded grids. A complete rectangular grid is a grid in which all endpoints of the grid segments are
located on the boundary of a rectangle formed by four extremal grid segments (northernmost, westernmost, southern-
most, easternmost). We assume that the set of intersections of segments of a rectangular grid is a subset of the integer
point grid Z2; an example of a complete rectangular grid is shown in Fig. 4(a). The class of polygon-bounded grids is
constructed as follows:
(1) A grid consisting of a single segment is polygon-bounded.
(2) A complete rectangular grid is polygon-bounded.
(3) Any other grid P is polygon-bounded if it has induced polygon-bounded subgrids P1 and P2 such that P = P1∪P2
and P1 ∩ P2 is a segment or a point.
Examples of polygon-bounded grids are presented in Figs. 6–7; the grid presented in Fig. 4(b) is not polygon-
bounded as P2 is not a complete rectangular grid. Thus a polygon-bounded grid can be thought of as a grid which
consists of all segments cut off by an orthogonal polygon without holes from grid paper. Note that the class of
polygon-bounded grids is a subclass of simple grids introduced by Gewali and Ntafos [8], but this we shall discuss
later.
The algorithm. Let H and S be arbitrary sets of segments. We say that H covers S if for any segment p ∈ S there
exists a segment h ∈ H such that p ∩ h = ∅. We will now construct an efficient algorithm for solving the MinWCMG
problem in polygon-bounded grids. Let a polygon-bounded grid P consists of set SH of horizontal grid segments
and set SV of vertical grid segments. The algorithm finds the minimum set of guards in grid P by determining the
minimum set of horizontal grid segments of P covering SV and the minimum set of vertical grid segments of P
covering SH (Corollary 5). We assume that the input of the algorithm is presented in the form of an n-vertex sequence
describing the orthogonal hull of the polygon-bounded grid—this is important when speaking about complexity, as
for example a complete rectangular grid can be described by four points, but can have arbitrary many (an exponential
number of) grid segments.
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Fig. 5. The orthogonal projection i of g onto h with respect to the orthogonal hull.
Fig. 6. (a) The initial set S in Step 1 of the algorithm (bold lines). (b) Segments g and h are replaced with segment (point) i.
Theorem 6. There exists a quadratic time algorithm solving the MinWCMG problem in polygon-bounded grids.
Proof. To simplify further considerations, we confine ourselves to the description of the algorithm for determining the
minimum cover of horizontal grid segments with vertical grid segments (Corollary 5). Let P be a polygon-bounded
grid. Segments g and h belonging to a set of segments S are regarded as neighbouring in S (with respect to grid P )
if they are parallel, they both intersect with a grid segment s, and there is no segment in S which intersects with s
between g and h. Now, let SH be a set of horizontal segments, and suppose that SH contains a segment g with exactly
one neighbouring segment h in SH with respect to grid P . Let us define the segment set S′H = (SH \ {g,h}) ∪ {i},
where i is the orthogonal projection of g onto h with respect to the orthogonal hull of grid P , see Fig. 5 (note that i is
connected by the definition of a polygon-bounded grid). Then S′H has the following property.
Remark 7. Every minimum subset M of SV covering S′H also covers set SH .
Indeed, since all segments of S′H are covered by M ⊆ SV , some segment s of M intersects with i, and thus it
intersects with segment h as well. Next, it is easy to see that s also intersects with g by the definition of a polygon-
bounded grid. Hence s covers both g and h. The minimality of set M as a cover of SH is a direct conclusion of M
being a cover of S′H , which is geometrically contained in SH .
The idea of the algorithm is first to construct a set of horizontal segments S whose minimum cover M with grid
segments from SV can be easily determined. By Remark 7, M will cover SH as well.
1. Given a polygon-bounded grid P in the form of its orthogonal hull, create set S as shown in Fig. 6, by dissecting P
into the minimum possible number of complete rectangular grids whose pairwise intersections are horizontal
segments and selecting at most two segments from all such rectangular grids as elements of S.
2. Take any segment g ∈ S with only one neighbour h ∈ S, and replace S with S′ by applying the construction used
when discussing Remark 7. Repeat Step 2 as long as S contains a segment with only one neighbour in S.
3. Construct the solution M by selecting one intersecting grid segment of SV for every segment of S.
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(edges drawn with a dotted line). (b) The resulting minimum set of vertical grid segments (gray lines) covering all horizontal line segments after
Step 3.
Fig. 8. (a) An example of a simple grid. (b) A grid which is not simple, as segment s cannot be extended without losing the property that all segment
endpoints lie on the outer face.
It remains to be shown that set M is a minimum set of segments covering S. Consider the graph G(S) whose
vertex set is the set S, in which two vertices are neighbours iff the corresponding segments of S are neighbours (with
respect to grid P ). At the end of Step 1 the graph G(S) is a tree, see Fig. 7(a). Throughout Step 2, the modifications
of set S result in the iterated removal of leaves and edges from G(S), thus G(S) remains a forest until the end of the
algorithm. The algorithm proceeds to Step 3 when G(S) has no leaves left, or equivalently—when G(S) is a graph
with no edges. Thus during Step 3 no two segments of S are neighbouring (with respect to P ), see Fig. 7(b). It
transpires that a separate vertical guard is required to cover every segment in S.
The operating time of Step 1 of the algorithm is linear with respect to the number of sides n of the orthogonal
hull of grid P , since the hull of P can always be decomposed into no more rectangles (intersecting only at horizontal
segments) than it has horizontal sides. Set S and the relation of neighbourhood between segments can be represented
in the form of the previously defined forest G(S), whose size and order is bounded by 2n. Step 2 consists of O(n)
iterations, each of which requires at most O(n) time. Step 3 can be done in linear time. 
2.3. Weakly cooperative mobile guards in simple grids
A grid is called a simple grid if all the endpoints of its segments lie on the outer face of the planar subdivision
formed by the grid and if there exists ε > 0 such that each of the grid segments can be extended by ε in both directions
provided that its new endpoints still lie on the outer face, see [8] for more details. For example, the grid shown in
Fig. 8(a) is simple, whereas the grid shown in Fig. 8(b) is not. Of course by the definition, a polygon-bounded grid is
a simple grid.
It is easy to see that the algorithm discussed above can be directly applied for the MinWCMG problem in simple
grids with the only difference that now the initial set S during Step 1 consists of all horizontal segments (respectively,
vertical segments), and the complexity of the algorithm is quadratic in the number of grid segments. The exemplary
execution of the algorithm on the grid from Fig. 8(a) is shown in Fig. 9. Thus we have the following theorem.
Theorem 8. There exists a quadratic time algorithm solving the MinWCMG problem for simple grids.
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covering all vertical segments. (c) Combining partial solutions (bold lines) results in a minimum weakly cooperative mobile guard set.
Fig. 10. (a) A vertically unobstructed grid P , and (b) its set of horizontal segments.
2.4. Mobile guards in horizontally and vertically unobstructed grids
A grid is called vertically (horizontally) unobstructed if it can be constructed by removing some set of horizontal
(vertical) segments of the plane from a complete rectangular grid. An example of a vertically unobstructed grid is
shown in Fig. 10(a). The problem of determining a minimum set of weakly cooperative guards covering a vertically
unobstructed grid or a horizontally unobstructed grid can also be solved in polynomial time. In the following, we shall
present an O(n logn) algorithm which solves the problem for vertically unobstructed grids consisting of n segments.
The algorithm. For a given grid P = SH ∪ SV , the algorithm returns a set of grid segments of P representing the
positions of guards in some solution of MinWCMG(S), expressed as the union of the following sets:
1. A minimum set of horizontal segments T ⊆ SH such that the following inclusion of segments of the real line
holds: ⋃
s∈SH
[⌈
l(s)
⌉
,
⌊
r(s)
⌋]⊆
⋃
t∈T
[⌈
l(t)
⌉− 1/2,⌊r(t)⌋+ 1/2]
(l(h) and r(h) denote the horizontal coordinates of the left-hand and right-hand endpoints of segment h, respec-
tively).
2. A set of vertical segments W ⊆ SV such that W covers all segments of SH and the set of segments obtained
from W by replacing any vertical segment of W with its nearest neighbour to the right, or by removing a segment
from W , does not cover SH .
By Proposition 4, both stages of the algorithm may be analysed separately. Stage 1 of the algorithm is equivalent
to the solution to the problem of covering a sequence of points representing consecutive integers with a minimum
subset of a given set of segments of the real line, see Fig. 10(b), and can be solved with a simple O(n logn) plane
sweep algorithm. Stage 2 of the algorithm describes an O(n logn) greedy left-to-right sweep approach to the problem
of covering SH with a minimum number of segments from SV . The correctness of this approach is intuitively obvious
and can be proven by induction on the number of vertical segments of the grid.
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From now on, a grid with a planar intersection graph is referred to as a planar grid, and a grid with an intersection
graph of degree d is referred to as a grid of degree d . In this section we will prove that the problem of finding the
minimum number of mobile guards covering planar grids of degree at most three is NP-hard.
Theorem 9. The MinWCMG problem is NP-hard even in planar grids of degree at most three.
The idea of the proof is based upon Remark 2 and proceeds by reduction from the 3DM problem [7] to the problem
of determining the total domination number in subcubic bipartite planar graphs; recall that a graph G is subcubic if its
maximum degree (G) 3. The three-dimensional matching problem can also be formulated in the way described
below. Dyer and Frieze [6] proved that the 3DM problem remains NP-complete even for bipartite planar graphs. Hence
from [6,7] the following restricted 3DM problem is NP-complete.
Instance: A subcubic bipartite planar graph G(V ∪ M,E), where V = X ∪ Y ∪ Z, |X| = |Y | = |Z| = q . And, for
every vertex m ∈ M we have that deg(m) = 3 and m is adjacent to exactly one vertex from each of the sets X, Y
and Z.
Question: Is there a subset M ′ ⊆ M of cardinality q covering all vertices in V ?
Theorem 10. [6,7] The 3DM problem in subcubic bipartite planar graphs is NP-complete.
Now, using the result of Theorem 10 we will show that the problem of determining the total domination number
on subcubic bipartite planar graphs is NP-hard. Let G(V ∪ M,E) be a subcubic bipartite planar graph, where V =
X ∪ Y ∪ Z, |X| = |Y | = |Z| = q , every vertex m ∈ M has degree 3, m is adjacent to exactly one vertex from each of
the sets X, Y and Z. Let G∗(V ∗,E∗) be a graph obtained from G by replacing each vertex vi ∈ M , i = 1, . . . , |M|
(and all edges incident to it) with the graph Gi(Vi,Ei) presented in Fig. 11. Formally:
– Vi = {pij }j=1,...,15;
– V ∗ = V ∪⋃i=1,...,|M| Vi ;
– E∗ = E \E− ∪E+, where:
E− =⋃i=1,...,|M|{{xi, vi}, {yi, vi}, {zi, vi}},
E+ =⋃i=1,...,|M|(Ei ∪ {{xi,pi12}, {yi,pi4}, {zi,pi8}}),
and xi, yi and zi are neighbours of vertex vi in graph G.
Note that xi = xj iff dist(vi, vj ) = 2. Clearly, graph G∗ has |V | + 15|M| vertices and |E| + 14|M| edges, and
Δ(G∗) = 3.
Lemma 11. There exists a solution of the 3DM problem in graph G(V ∪ M,E) iff there exists a total domination set
of cardinality q + 8|M| in graph G∗(V ∗,E∗).
Proof. (⇒) Let M ′ be a solution to the 3DM problem in graph G, |M ′| = q . A total dominating set in graph G∗
consists of the following vertices:
– if vertex vi corresponding to graph Gi is in M ′, then in graph Gi with attached vertices xi, yi and zi (see Fig. 11)
we choose the following vertices:
{
pi2,p
i
3,p
i
4
}∪ {pi7,pi8,pi9
}∪ {pi12,pi13,pi14
};
– otherwise, if vertex vj corresponding to graph Gj is not in M ′, then in graph Gj with attached vertices xj , yj
and zj we choose the vertices:
{
pi2,p
i
3
}∪ {pi6,pi7
}∪ {pi10,pi11
}∪ {pi13,pi14
}
.
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(⇐) First, let us note that the following properties are consequences of the structure of graph Gi .
(i) Every graph Gi is dominated by at least eight vertices from V (Gi).
(ii) If at most eight vertices from pi1, . . . , pi15 form a solution that dominates graph Gi then none of vertices xi, yi, zi
is dominated by this solution.
Now, suppose that D ⊆ V (G∗) dominates V (G∗), i.e., G∗[D] has no isolated vertices, and |D|  8|M| + q . Let
us denote by p the number of graphs Gi such that more than eight vertices dominate V (Gi). By property (i), we have
that |D| 8(|M| − p)+ 9p, hence p  q .
Hence, by property (ii), there are p  q vertices which dominate all vertices from X∪Y ∪Z. Because every vertex
from X needs at least one adjacent vertex from any graph Gi that is in domination set D, and no two different vertices
from X have a common vertex from any Gi , exactly p = q vertices from graphs Gi dominate set X. Analogously, the
same set of q vertices must dominate Y and Z. Thus we have constructed the solution
M ′ = {vi : D ∩ V (Gi) dominates three vertices from X ∪ Y ∪Z
}
to the 3DM problem in polynomial time. 
By the above lemma, Theorem 10 and [5], we have the following theorem.
Theorem 12. The problem of determining the total domination number γt for subcubic bipartite planar graphs is
NP-hard.
Hence by the above theorem and Remark 2, the thesis of Theorem 9 follows.
4. Periscope guards
In 1993, Gewali and Ntafos [8] introduced the concept of periscope guards. Under periscope visibility, two points
are visible if there is an orthogonal path with at most one bend that connects them without intersecting with the
exterior of the polygon. Generalizing, k-periscope visibility allows orthogonal staircase paths with at most k-bends.
Following the NP-hardness proof for arbitrary guards [19], Gewali and Ntafos [8] showed that finding a minimum
k-periscope guard cover (the MinPkG problem) for a three dimensional grid is NP-hard. In the case of simple 2D
grids, they proposed an O(n3) time algorithm for the MinPkG problem, and adapted it to develop an O(n3) algorithm
for finding the minimum periscope guard cover for a class of orthogonal polygons called turret-less polygons.
The complexity of the MinPkG problem for (general) 2D grids has remained open, and we shall prove that the
MinPkG problem is NP-hard. The proof follows directly from the proof of Theorem 9. First, we will only discuss the
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and S2 of mobile guards resulting during Step 3 (b–c); subgrid S1 leads to four periscope guards, whereas subgrid S2 leads only to three periscope
guards.
case k = 1. Following [8,19], it is easy to see that there is one-to-one correspondence between a minimum periscope
guard cover for a connected grid P and a minimum set of edges S ⊆ E in the intersection graph G(V,E) of the grid,
where S satisfies the following property: for every vertex in V , there is an adjacent endpoint of an edge in S. Thus,
following exactly the same construction as that described above, we can conclude that there exists a solution of the
3DM problem in graph G(V ∪ M,E) iff there exists a subset S ⊆ E∗ of cardinality q + 4|M| in graph G∗(V ∗,E∗),
satisfying the property mentioned above. Consequently, we get
Corollary 13. The MinP1G problem is NP-hard even on planar grids with at most three crossings at every grid
segment.
It is natural to ask whether the first discussed algorithm for the MinWCMG problem in a simple grid P can be
applied to the MinP1G problem in the same grid P . It easy to show that a minimum arbitrary guard set S of a subgrid
formed by all mobile guard segments from any solution to the MinWCMG problem is a periscope guard cover of
grid P , but the cardinality of S strictly depends on segments chosen during Step 3: choosing different segments will
result in a different subgrid, and thus, a different set S, although the number of segments in the subgrid remains the
same (see Fig. 12). Moreover, there is no guarantee that during Step 3 there is a choice resulting in an optimal solution
for the MinP1G problem.
For the general case, it is clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between a minimum k-periscope
guard cover for a connected grid P and a minimum set of edges S ⊆ E in the intersection graph G(V,E) of
the grid, where S satisfies the following property: for every vertex v in V , there is an endpoint x of an edge
in S such that dist(v, x) = k. Now, if we modify the discussed above graph G∗ by replacing each of edges
{pi1,pi2}, {pi4, yi}, {pi4,pi5}, {pi6,pi7}, {pi8, zi}, {pi9,pi10}, {pi11,pi12}, {pi12, xi}, {pi14,pi15} with paths of length k (note
that the new graph G∗ remains subcubic, bipartite and planar), then exactly by the same arguments as before, we get
the following theorem.
Theorem 14. The MinPkG problem is NP-hard even on planar grids with at most three crossings at every grid
segment.
5. Final remarks
Let us consider a complete rectangular grid P . If we put an obstacle b on a grid segment s of P then b blocks
the visibility on s, that is, segment s is divided into two grid segments (we assume that an obstacle is never placed at
a crossing). Consequently, a grid P with k obstacles is a complete rectangular grid in which we put k obstacles. Note
that if obstacles are put only on horizontal (or vertical) grid segments, then the resulting grid is vertically unobstructed
(or resp., horizontally unobstructed). Let wcmg(n, k) denote the maximum number of weakly cooperative mobile
guards that are ever needed for an n-segment grid with k obstacles. Fig. 13 shows a class of grids with k obstacles that
requires as many as k + 2 weakly cooperative mobile guards. Note that the exemplary grid requires k + 2 arbitrary
and cooperative mobile guards as well. Thus we have wcmg(n, k) k + 2.
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Proposition 15. As long as both the dimensions of the grid are larger than k, wcmg(n, k) k + 2.
Proof. Since the dimensions of the grid are sufficiently large, it is possible to find a vertical grid segment and a hor-
izontal grid segment in P which span from one of the sides of the rectangle bounding grid P to the opposite side
(these segments are marked with bold lines in Fig. 13(b), and will be referred to as the backbone of the grid). We place
guards in both grid segments of the backbone of the grid, leaving k guards still to be placed. The number of uncovered
segments in P is at this point equal to at most k. Consider any connected partition D of the disjoint subgrid U of P
consisting of all uncovered segments (one such partition is marked with dashed lines in Fig. 13(b)). Grid D must be
connected to the backbone of P by some segment d (denoted by a dotted line in Fig. 13(b)). By placing guards in
segment d and in all segments of D but one (leaving out a segment corresponding to one of the leaves in the spanning
tree of the intersection graph of D ∪ {d}), we obtain a cover of D with |D| guards, and the set of guards is always
connected to the backbone of P . By repeating this procedure for all connected partitions of U , we finally obtain a
cooperative guard cover of P using 2 guards along the backbone and |U | guards to cover U , and |U |+ 2 k+ 2. 
Finally, it is interesting to note that the problem of weakly cooperative mobile guards in polygon-bounded grids is
closely connected with other mobile guard problems. In particular, the following statement holds.
Proposition 16. If P is a polygon-bounded grid, and for every grid segment g ∈ P there exists another grid segment
h(g) ∈ P such that every segment of P which intersects with h(g) also intersects with g, then any minimum set of
weakly cooperative mobile guards covering P is also a minimum set of arbitrary mobile guards covering S.
Due to Proposition 16, it is possible to apply the first discussed algorithm to the solution of the arbitrary mobile
guards problem in some classes of polygon-bounded grids.
Definition 17. A polygon-bounded grid P is decomposable into rectangles if P can be expressed in the form of the
sum of complete rectangular grids PH1, . . . ,PHn, whose pairwise intersections are vertical segments and in the form
of the sum of complete rectangular grids PV 1,PV 2, . . . ,PVm whose pairwise intersections are horizontal segments. If
the complete square grid consisting of 2(k+ 1) segments is a subgrid of all the grids PH1, . . . ,PHn,PV 1, . . . ,PV n for
some decomposition of P , then P is called decomposable into rectangles of size at least k.
It is easy to see that grids decomposable into rectangles of size at least 3 satisfy the assumption of Proposition 16,
thus our approach may be used to find a minimum solution to the mobile guards problem.
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